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Abstract: Radiocarbon dating by AMS (Accelerator Mass Spectrometry) is a well-established absolute
dating technique widely used in different areas of research for the analysis of a wide range of organic
materials. Precision levels of the order of 0.2–0.3% in the measured age are nowadays achieved while
several international intercomparison exercises have shown the high degree of reproducibility of
the results. This paper discusses the applications of 14 C dating related to the analysis of samples
up-taking carbon from marine carbon pools such as the sea and the oceans. For this kind of samples
relevant methodological issues have to be properly addressed in order to correctly interpret 14 C data
and then obtain reliable chronological frameworks. These issues are mainly related to the so-called
“marine reservoirs effects” which make radiocarbon ages obtained on marine organisms apparently
older than coeval organisms fixing carbon directly from the atmosphere. We present the strategies
used to correct for these effects also referring to the last internationally accepted and recently released
calibration curve. Applications will be also reviewed discussing case studies such as the analysis of
marine biogenic speleothems and for applications in sea level studies.
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1. Introduction
Radiocarbon dating is a well-established and mature absolute dating method widely
applied in different research fields spanning from Archaeological sciences, to Earth, Marine and Life sciences. In the last years important methodological advancements such as
those related to refined data analysis and calibration procedures and, at the same time,
the development of new dedicated, high precision and throughput, compact instruments
significantly enhanced the impact of this method in different fields. Nowadays advanced
statistical tools, mainly based on Bayesian approaches, are routinely used for the analysis of sets of radiocarbon data in different fields while precision levels of 0.2–0.3% are
routinely achieved, corresponding to uncertainties of ±20/30 years on radiocarbon age
determinations. In marine sciences radiocarbon dating is widely and routinely used in
different areas such as the analysis of sedimentary records for climate or ecology studies,
of corals and bio-constructions for the reconstruction of the calibration curve, of water for
ocean circulation modelling, of marine samples (fossil fish and shells) for coastal geomorphology and sea-level variation studies. In this paper we will briefly review the basics
of AMS (Accelerator Mass Spectrometry) radiocarbon dating in particular discussing the
specific issues associated with the analysis of marine samples such as, mainly, the so-called
marine-reservoir effect. Different case studies will be also presented in different application
fields spanning from the study of the evolution of marine bioconstructions and sea-level
rise studies using different types of sea-level indicators. Aim of the paper is then to give
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an overview of the specificities connected with the use of radiocarbon dating of marine
rise studies using different types of sea-level indicators. Aim of the paper is then to give
samples, discussing the relevant advantages and drawbacks of the method in this field.
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ion source, which is typically graphite or, less commonly, carbon dioxide. Chemically
processing consists of different steps and procedures which strongly depends on the sample
matrix [11]. Aim of these procedures is to select a suitable sub-fraction of the sample and
remove any contaminants whose isotopic signature is different from the samples to be
dated and can then alter the obtained ages. In marine sciences different matrixes are
commonly submitted for 14 C dating such as water, sea grass species, remains of marine
animals but the most common ones are probably carbonates: coral skeletons, marine
shells or marine concretions and bio-constructions. In this case the samples are typically
hydrolyzed under vacuum to CO2 by using a strong acid (H3 PO4 or HCl). The released
CO2 is then cryogenically purified and either directly used for the AMS measurements in
gas-accepting ion sources or catalytically reduced to graphite. In AMS sample processing it
is of a paramount importance to keep under control any possible source of contamination
associated with the chemical processing itself. This is typically ensured by processing, in
parallel with the samples, standard reference materials with known ages and blank samples
completely depleted in 14 C. Nowadays the strict control of the employed procedures, the
use of high purity chemicals and solvents result in blank levels of the order of 10−15 (as
14 C/12 C ratio) which allows to obtain reliable ages on samples as old as 45,000–48,000 years.
Moreover, in sample preparation important improvements have been introduced in the
last years which resulted in reduced processing times and new applications. This is for
instance the case of the use of laser ablation for in situ sampling of carbonate records which
allows rapid and spatially resolved 14 C analyses [12].
3. Calibration of “Marine Ages”
Though simple in its basic principle the application of radiocarbon dating requires
important aspects to be considered in order to obtain accurate and reliable age determinations. Indeed, one of the major issues is related to the variable 14 C concentration
 in the

Earth carbon pools over the millennia. As an important consequence, the term

14 C
6
12 C
6

0

introduced in the radiocarbon decay law and indicating the 14 C concentration in the considered reservoir at the time of death is not constant over the time. This is due to complex
phenomena such as variations of the Earth magnetic field, of the solar activity and of the
cosmic ray flux, to cite some of them. This means, in other words, that organisms which
lived in different times up-took different levels of radiocarbon during their life. In order to
obtain accurate age estimation, it is then fundamental to correct or “calibrate” for this effect.
This can only be done by properly reconstructing the 14 C concentration in the terrestrial
atmosphere for the period of interest for 14 C dating, essentially the last 50,000 years.
The curve representing the 14 C concentration in the atmosphere is refereed as calibration curve and is obtained by measuring the 14 C concentration in absolutely dated
proxy records. Examples of these records are dendro-dated tree ring sequences, U/Th
dated corals, laminated sedimentary sequences, speleothems. Figure 3 shows the 14 C
concentration reconstructed for the terrestrial atmosphere by the INTCAL20 working
group [13].
In the figure the 14 C concentration in the last 55,000 years shown in terms of ∆14 C
which represent the relative difference (in per mil and corrected for radiocarbon decay)
between the 14 C concentration in a given year and the reference value assumed in 1950 [15].
The calibration of radiocarbon ages obtained for sample fixing (radio)carbon from the sea
and the ocean has to consider that surface-sea water is depleted in terms of 14 C concentration
when compared with the atmosphere. This can be seen in Figure 3 which shows that the 14 C
concentration in the marine pool is systematically lower than in the coeval atmosphere while
high frequency fluctuations components are damped [14]. Figure 4 shows the comparison
between the 14 C concentration measured in the atmosphere [16] and in Dissolved Inorganic
Carbon (DIC) extracted from shallow water sampled from the Northern Adriatic Sea in 2010
at depth ranging from 14 to 30 m [17]. It can be immediately seen that sea water is depleted in
14 C concentration when compared with the atmosphere.
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function of time meaning that for the same location it can have different values at different
times. In order consider, the local deviations of the R term from a global average a ∆R term
is then introduced defined as:
∆R = Rlocal − R average
where Rlocal and Raverage are the local and the global average marine reservoir effect. This
term can be measured in different ways such as the dating of paired terrestrial and marine
samples or the dating of marine samples of known age. The methodological approach
used for the calibration of marine ages can be then very quickly summarized as follows.
A “global” marine curve is constructed starting from the atmospheric one and by applying
proper global cycle models [14]. The global marine curve internationally accepted is now
called MARINE20 and it is derived from the INTCAL20 curve. They are both shown in
Figure 3. This global curve is then “corrected” for local effects by applying the proper ∆R
term for the particular location where a certain sample was living. This methodology allows
the correction of radiocarbon marine ages though the most critical aspect is related to the
knowledge of the proper ∆R term for the given location and the considered time. It is also
important to underline that calibrated marine ages are typically affected by larger statistical
errors than atmospheric ones due to the larger uncertainties associated with the marine
curve and the error propagation on ∆R estimation. The accuracy of the obtained results
Water 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW largely depends on the proper estimation of the local reservoir effects. An example of 7the
of 11
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This “corrected” value is then calibrated against the global marine curve (the blue
curve in the Figure) to obtain the calibrated, calendar age with a probability distribution
function shown in grey. The one (68.2% probability) and two (95.4%) standard deviation
confidence intervals are then calculated as shown in the right end corner. The comparison
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This “corrected” value is then calibrated against the global marine curve (the blue
curve in the Figure) to obtain the calibrated, calendar age with a probability distribution
function shown in grey. The one (68.2% probability) and two (95.4%) standard deviation
confidence intervals are then calculated as shown in the right end corner. The comparison
(and the corresponding large difference) between the calibrated age of 532 ± 65 years before
1950AD and the uncalibrated one 1000 ± 35 clearly show the importance of applying the
proper corrections when dealing with marine radiocarbon data.
4. Applications
AMS radiocarbon dating is a routine tool for the study of different aspects related to
the “marine” environment where it is used for the assessment of an absolute timeframe
in different areas spanning from marine biology and ecology to coastal geomorphology,
climatic and ocean circulation studies and sedimentology to name few of them. We review
here some of the studies performed in this field at CEDAD-University of Salento in the last
twenty years of activity of the Centre.
4.1. Analysis of Marine Bio-Construction
In the marine environment, there are different examples of biogenic formations such
as reef structures formed by the carbonate skeletal materials of different organisms [20–24].
These structures are typically suitable for 14 C analysis considering that they form their
skeletons by up-taking carbon from the surrounding sea where 14 C is dissolved from
the atmosphere. In the Mediterranean Sea the most diffused biogenic formation is the
coralligenous, though a different type of biogenic formations was reported in 2003 in the
“Lu Lampiune” submerged cave at Cape of Otranto, Mediterranean Sea.
These biogenic formations, also refereed as pseudo-stalactites because of their shape,
can be up to 2 m long, and show a core of Protula tubularia, calcareous tubes embedded and
concealed in a fine brown-grey calcareous matrix of bacterial origin (Figure 6). These structures were deeply studied in the following years in order to identify their origin, describe
their inner texture and propose a possible mechanism of formation. In these studies, the
contribution of 14 C dating was crucial because it allowed to define the timing of formation
and evolution. Different radiocarbon dating campaigns were carried out by using as
samples both the calcareous tubules and the microbial matrix. From the methodological
point of view preliminary analyses of tubules produced by living organisms allowed to
assess the possibility to use them as suitable samples for 14 C dating. A 14 C signal coherent
with the expected level in the coeval sea was indeed obtained [25]. An example of the
results obtained on samples extracted along the longitudinal axis of a sectioned stalactites
is shown in Figure 6. It can be recognised that the age of the samples become younger as
we move from the base to the tip of the stalactite along the longitudinal axis. The data
show that the formation started ~6500 years ago when the cave was fully flooded and
indirectly confirmed the fully submarine origin. The formation lasted ~three thousand
years proceeding with a growth rate diminishing from the base to the top [26,27]. Similar
results were obtained from different structures both by analysing the calcareous tube and
by dating the matrix itself which revealed to be biogenic and resulted in a significant
improvement in the understanding of the formation mechanism.
4.2. Sea Level Rise Studies
The study and the reconstruction of catastrophic coastal events such as storm waves
or tsunamis [28] and sea-level variations, in particular during the Holocene, plays an
important role in coastal geomorphology studies. This is in particular related to the general
and growing concern about the impact of sea-level rise due to global warming on coastal
communities, infrastructures and economical activities [29]. Indeed, sea-levels variations
can be driven by both global and local phenomena. Global or eustatic phenomena are those
related to variations of the global ocean mass or volume due to melting or accumulation
of ice sheets at the North and South Poles. Local phenomena are related to glacio-hydro-
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isostatic and tectonic factors. The first ones are the results of the viscoelastic response of
Earth due to the redistribution of ice and ocean weights while tectonic factors are associated
with vertical movements such as uplift or subsidence due to tectonic forces [30]. Both
local and global factors are in any case time-dependent and the accurate reconstruction of
the complex patters of sea-level variations requires the use of suitable sea-level indicators
whose age has to be constrained by proper absolute dating methods. Different sea-level
indicators have been introduced and are routinely used which are divided in sedimenWater 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
8 of 11
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Figure 6. One of the analysed bio-formations from “Lu Lampiune cave” with a closeup view of

Figure 6. One of the analysed bio-formations from “Lu Lampiune cave” with a closeup view of its
its inner texture. The graph shows the calibrated radiocarbon age for the sample taken along the
inner texture. The graph shows the calibrated radiocarbon age for the sample taken along the lonlongitudinal axis of the pseudo-stalactite as a function of the distance from the base.
gitudinal axis of the pseudo-stalactite as a function of the distance from the base.

4.2. Sea Level Rise Studies
The study and the reconstruction of catastrophic coastal events such as storm waves
or tsunamis [28] and sea-level variations, in particular during the Holocene, plays an im-
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5. Conclusions
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry radiocarbon dating is a well-established absolute dating technique widely used in marine research. State-of-the art AMS spectrometers achieve
routinely uncertainty levels of ±25/35 years, on sample younger than 10,000 years, and
allow the analysis of organisms lived in the last 50,000 years. Nevertheless, specific issues
have to be addressed when marine samples are submitted to 14 C dating and mainly the
need to use proper procedures in order to correct the obtained ages for the so-called marine
reservoir age. We have described how this correction is carried out and the procedures
which have to be used in order to obtain reliable and accurate marine ages. Though the
extremely wide range of applications of 14 C dating, we concentrated the present paper on
the description of the analysis of marine bio-constructions and in the use of 14 C in sea-level
rise research.
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